Isaac Asimov

Pebble in the Sky. Joseph Schwartz picks up his foot in the 20th century—and puts it down in the Galactic Era, when Earth has become a pariah planet, and Earthlings a persecuted minority! This crackerjack story has not been serialized. Asimov’s fans will want it and can get it only from you.

Jan. 19 • $2.50

Robert A. Heinlein

Waldo and Magic, Inc. Two wonderful, wacky, classic Heinlein fantasies complete in one book. In the first, Waldo Farthingwaite Jones investigates the mysterious crackups of some “Broomsticks”, the interplanetary speedsters so popular for town and country travel. In MAGIC, INC. the old “protection” racket rears its ugly head in the Magic Industry. Both of them show Heinlein at his incomparable best!

Feb. 16 • $2.50

Hal Clement

Needle. The Astounding Science-Fiction version of this remarkable story about the symbiotic Hunter who tracked down one of his kind among 2,000,000,000 possible human hosts on earth was an immediate hit. In book form the ending has been enlarged and rewritten for even greater surprise and suspense.

March 9 • $2.50